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The origin and functional transition of P34

Q-G Li1,2 and Y-M Zhang1

P34, a storage protein and major soybean allergen, has undergone a functional transition from a cysteine peptidase to a
syringolide receptor. An exploration of the evolutionary mechanism of this functional transition is made. To identify homologous
genes of P34, syntenic network was constructed using syntenic relationships from the Plant Genome Duplication Database. The
collected homologous genes, along with SPE31, a highly homologous protein to P34 from the seeds of Pachyrhizus erosus,
were used to construct a phylogenetic tree. The results show that multiple gene duplications, exon shuffling and following
granulin domain loss and some critical point mutations are associated with the functional transition. Although some tests
suggested the existence of positive selection, the possibility that random fixation under relaxation of purifying selection results
in the functional transition is also supported. In addition, the genes Glyma08g12340 and Medtr8g086470 may belong to a
new group within the papain family.
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INTRODUCTION

The origination of new genes is a fundamental process in molecular
evolution. To date, several molecular mechanisms have been known
to be involved in the emergence of new genes, such as exon shuffling,
gene duplication, retroposition and the action of mobile elements
(Long et al., 2003; Ding et al., 2010; Zhan et al., 2012). Some novel
genes even undergo a transition from one function to another, for
example, macrophage-stimulating protein (Patthy, 2008). To better
understand the new function of protein, elucidating the functional
transition of proteins is warranted.
P34 (Gly m Bd 30K, Glyma08g12270) is a moderately abundant

protein in soybean seeds and cotyledons but its level in mature leaves
is low (Herman et al., 1990; Kalinski et al., 1990, 1992; Ji et al., 1998).
P34 is processed from a 46-kDa glycoprotein precursor (Herman
et al., 1990), and specifically binds with syringolide, an elicitor that
triggers the hypersensitive response specifically in soybean cultivars
with the resistance gene Rpg4 (Keen and Buzzell, 1991), indicating
that P34 may be the receptor that mediates syringolide signaling
(Ji et al., 1998). P34 has also been shown to interact with vegetative
storage protein (Ji et al., 1998) and NADH-dependent hydroxypyr-
uvate reductase (HPR) that was a potential second messenger for P34
(Okinaka et al., 2002). In addition, P34 has been found to be a major
soybean allergen that is most strongly and frequently recognized in
soybean-sensitive patients (Ogawa et al., 1993). Although amino-acid
sequence analyses indicate that P34 belongs to a papain-type cysteine
peptidase family (Herman et al., 1990; Kalinski et al., 1990, 1992),
whose members contain a highly conserved catalytic triad (Cys–His–
Asn; Kamphuis et al., 1985), its peptidase activity has not been
demonstrated and the replacement of catalytic cysteine with glycine
makes P34 belong to a unique group of the papain family (Ji et al.,
1998; Okinaka et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2006). Clearly, P34 has
undergone a functional transition from a cysteine peptidase of the

papain family to a syringolide receptor. However, it is not so clear
about the evolutionary mechanism of the functional transition, for
example, when, how and why the novel function of P34 was
developed. Recently, the crystal structure of SPE31, close homolog
to P34 from the seeds of Pachyrhizus erosus, was determined. Detailed
analyses of the SPE31 structure bound to a natural peptide, probably
from part of a second messenger for SPE31, revealed how catalytic
activity of SPE31/P34 is lost and how SPE31/P34 may bind to other
proteins and small molecules (especially syringolides; Zhang et al.,
2006).
To trace the evolution of a gene over a time period of interest, we

needed to obtain homologous sequences from plants diversified in that
time period; these sequences could be used to reconstruct a phyloge-
netic tree to infer the evolutionary history of a gene. At present,
homology searches (frequently BLAST) based on similarities between
the query and target sequences are widely used. However, it is difficult
to determine a suitable significance threshold to filter the numerous
returned hits. An unsuitable threshold may result in numerous
unnecessary sequences or the loss of some necessary sequences. Notably,
synteny (conserved gene order, collinearity) provides additional direct
evidence for the common origin of two genes with a syntenic
relationship. With rapidly increasing amounts of genome sequencing
data, more and more syntenic blocks have been identified. To date, the
Plant Genome Duplication Database (PGDD) has identified and
cataloged plant genes from 19 plant genomes in terms of intra-genome
or cross-genome syntenic relationships (Tang et al., 2008a, b). With the
available abundant database resources, directly mining the database to
find homologous sequences rather than simply using it to locate
syntenic blocks after a homology search is required. This idea is same as
that in recent MCScanX packages (Wang et al., 2012).
The goal of this paper was to explore the evolutionary history of

P34 and to understand when and how the function of P34 was
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transformed from a papain-like cysteine peptidase to a syringolide
receptor or an allergen. In this study, we first obtained the homo-
logous sequences using syntenic relationships from the PGDD. We
then combined these sequences, gene expression and crystal structure
data into the framework of evolution of P34. To understand what
drove the functional change of P34, we examined variations in
molecular pressure along phylogenetic branches and performed a
series of tests for selection on branches of interest.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data collection
The syntenic data for further sequence collection were downloaded from the

PGDD (http://chibba.agtec.uga.edu/duplication/). Genome sequences and

other annotated data were collected from Phytozome (http://www.phytozome.

net/). The details of these genomes, such as the release versions for genome

annotations used in the study, are available in Table 1. The expression data for

Glycine max, obtained from next-generation sequencing (Severin et al., 2010),

was downloaded from the Soybase (http://soybase.org/soyseq/). The mRNA

sequence and crystal structure of SPE31 were obtained from GenBank

(DQ152924) and the RCSB Protein Data Bank (2B1N), respectively.

Syntenic network analyses
Syntenic network analyses were conducted using the open-source graph

manipulation software ‘igraph’ in the R platform (Csardi and Nepusz,

2006). This program, named syntenic_network.R (Supplementary Table S1),

included two steps. The first step was to create a large undirected network from

the above syntenic data, with vertices representing genes and edges represent-

ing syntenic relationships. The second one was to extract a subnetwork of P34

in which all vertices were reachable via some paths but did not connect with

any other vertex in the large network. The genes in the subnetwork are syntenic

homologous genes of P34. This approach is similar to that in MCScanX

packages (Wang et al., 2012). The time of divergence of a pair of genes with

a syntenic relationship can be roughly estimated by computing mean Ks values

for all gene pairs located in the same syntenic blocks (Lavin et al., 2005), where

all the Ks values were also downloaded from PGDD along with syntenic data.

Coding sequence examination and pseudogene identification
To validate gene annotations, we manually confirmed each coding sequence by

referring to the gene models (exon–intron structures) of P34. To identify

pseudogenes that are potentially misannotated, we adopted the criteria that

pseudogenes commonly contain nonsense mutations, frameshift mutations or

partial nucleotide deletions causing a loss of function and rare expression.

These sequence manipulations were performed in MEGA5 (Tamura et al.,

2011).

Phylogeny reconstruction
After checking coding sequences and filtering out pseudogenes, the coding

sequences of remaining genes along with SPE31 were used to reconstruct a

phylogenetic tree in which topological structure was inferred by the MrBayes

program (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003), and the branch lengths were

computed using the CODEML program in PAML with model M0 (Yang,

2007). Multiple sequence alignments were conducted using MUSCLE (Edgar,

2004).

GABranch and selection tests
The ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution rates (dN/dS, o) is
commonly considered to be a measure of selection at the protein level, with

values of oo1,¼ 1 and 41 indicating negative purifying selection, neutral

evolution and positive selection, respectively. We applied the GABranch

method to investigate the variation of o along various lineages. The GABranch

method uses a genetic algorithm to fit data and does not need to specify

particular lineages a priori (Pond and Frost, 2005).

A number of codon substitution models to test for positive selection have

been implemented in CODEML of PAML (Yang, 2007). First, two pairs of site

models, which allow o to vary among codons, M1a vs M2a and M7 vs M8,

Table 1 The materials used to collate P34 genes

Species name Common name Release version Gene number Access Gene ID

Glycine max Soybean Release 1 (December 2008) 66153 JGI Glyma-

Medicago truncatula Barrel medic Mt 3.5.1 (December 2010) 45108 JCVI Medtr-

Prunus persica Peach Version 1.0 27864 JGI ppa004381m

Fragaria vesca Strawberry December 2010 34809 PFR gene29675

Carica papaya Papaya December 2007 25536 Hawaii evm.TU.supercontig_7.74

Theobroma cacao Cacao Release 0.9 (September 2010) 28798 CIRAD Tc06_g014280

Vitis vinifera Grape vine Genoscope (August 2007) 26346 Genoscope GSVIVT01021223001
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were used. Then, we used the branch-site models to detect positive selection

that affects only a few sites on prior lineages. Each pair of models was

compared by likelihood ratio test. When the likelihood ratio test suggested a

positive selection, finally, the Bayes Empirical Bayes method was implemented

to calculate posterior probabilities for site classes under positively selective

models.

Ancestral sequences reconstruction
To dissect the evolutionary details of individual sites, ancestral amino acid of

interior nodes were reconstructed using MEGA5 (Tamura et al., 2011), only

maintaining the sites with maximum probabilities of 40.9. The coding

sequences for positive selection test in MEGA5 were reconstructed using ANC-

GENE program (Zhang et al., 1998).

RESULTS

Syntenic network and phylogeny reconstruction
Using syntenic relationship data downloaded from PGDD, a syntenic
network of P34 was constructed, and 13 homologous genes from
seven species were found on the network (Figure 1). After filtering
out three pseudogenes (Glyma15g08950, Glyma05g29130 and Glyma
05g29180) and one gene with incomplete sequence (Medtr2g15920),

the coding sequences of the remaining nine genes, along with that of
SPE31 from P. erosus, were aligned using the MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004),
and used to reconstruct a phylogenetic tree (Figure 2) using the
MrBayes program (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003) and the
CODEML program in PAML (Yang, 2007).
The Ks values for each pair of genes with a syntenic relationship

(Table 2) were used to interpret duplication nodes. The Ks values for
three pairs of genes, P34 vs Glyma05g29130, Glyma08g12340 vs
Glyma05g29180 and Glyma15g08950 vs Glyma13g30190, ranged
from 0.17±0.13 to 0.19±0.17. Their common ancestor nodes,
marked by blue triangles (Figure 2), represent the duplication event
that arose during the recent whole-genome duplication (WGD) of
soybean, corresponding to the recent soybean lineage-specific paleo-
tetraploidization, which occurred 13 million years ago (Lavin et al.,
2005; Bertioli et al., 2009; Gill et al., 2009; Schmutz et al., 2010). The
Ks value between P34 and Glyma13g30190 is 0.80±0.29 and its
common ancestor node IV, marked by red triangles (Figure 2),
represents a duplication event during the ancient WGD of soybean,
corresponding to the early legume WGD, which occurred 59 million
years ago (Herman et al., 1990; Kalinski et al., 1990, 1992; Lavin et al.,
2005). Notably, P34 is as close to Glyma08g12340 as Glyma05g29130
is to Glyma05g29180, but no such paralogy of Glyma13g30190 has
been identified. Thus, node III, marked by a red diamond (Figure 2),
represents a tandem duplication event that occurred between the two
rounds of WGD. After all duplication nodes were identified, the
remaining nodes were considered natural speciation nodes. Compar-
ing the gene tree and the species tree, the overall topologies of both
are consistent (Figure 3). More importantly, the root of all the species
in this study approximately locates at the basal of rosids (Figure 3),
corresponding to the g event, a whole-genome triplication event that
is probably shared by all core eudicots (Jaillon et al.; 2007; Tang et al.,
2008a, b), so the phylogeny of P34 in this study likely stems from one
of the trifurcating branches formed by the g gene triplication.
Therefore, we determined the evolutionary history of P34 approxi-
mately as far back as the root of rosids, and every clade of the
phylogenetic tree has a biological interpretation.

Evolution of P34
According to the above phylogeny, there are three duplication events
associated with the evolutionary path that leads to P34 with the
current function (Figure 2). The most recent duplication event
generated three pseudogenes. Along with the other two duplication
events, all the above genes were divided into groups A and B with

Figure 1 Syntenic network of P34. Each node represents a gene, and two

genes with a syntenic relationship are linked by an edge (regular or bold
lines). A regular line indicates a syntenic relationship in the PGDD, and a

bold line reflects a true syntenic relationship but not identified in the PGDD

probably due to pseudogenization (Glyma15g08950) or incorrect gene

annotation (Glyma13g30190). The details of syntenic blocks can be

searched in the PGDD.

Figure 2 A phylogenetic tree (left) and topological structure (right) of 14 genes. Among these genes, 13 originate from the syntenic network, and the last

gene is SPE31. The topological structure was estimated using the MrBayes program, and the branch lengths were computed using CODEML under a one o
model, M0. Pseudogenes are indicated in gray, and their branch lengths are not true. Medtr2g015920 was not completely sequenced, and its branch was

also not true. Nodes marked with triangles or diamonds represent gene duplication events. The right-hand side contains gene exon–intron and protein

domain structures. Papain-like proteins are first synthesized as inactive or less inactive precursors, including an N-terminal inhibitor region (blue), a mature

region (orange), and at times, a C-terminal extension containing a granulin domain (green).
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node IV; and the genes in group B were further divided into groups C
and D with node III (Figure 2).
According to MEROPS, a database that classifies peptidases

(Rawlings et al., 2010), all proteins encoded by the above 10 genes
belong to the papain family. Papain-like proteins are initially
synthesized as inactive or less active precursors, and then the
inhibitory N-terminal amino-acid sequences are cleaved (if a C-term-
inal granulin domain is present, it is also cleaved), generating mature
proteins (Yamada et al., 2001). As for the gene and protein domain
structure, the genes in group A contain five exons and three domains
(peptidase inhibitor, cysteine peptidase and extended granulin
domains). However, the genes in group B have lost part of the fourth
exon and the complete fifth exon and therefore lack the extended
granulin domain (Figure 2). These data indicate that exon shuffling
and following domain mutation occurred during the process of the
functional transition. Therefore, P34 originates from a cysteine
protease with an extended granulin domain that was lost by
dismissing portions of exons during the early legume WGD.
Previous analyses of the SPE31 crystal structure (Figure 4a)

revealed a series of sites responsible for the functional transition
(Zhang et al., 2006). There are two sites responsible for the catalytic
activity loss: site 26 (referring to the alignment in Figure 4b), the

replacement of catalytic cysteine (red in Figure 4) with a glycine, and
site 173, the emergence of phenylalanine (blue in Figure 4), whose
longer side chain stretches into the substrate-binding cleft and
prevents SPE31 and P34 from exhibiting normal peptidase activity
(Zhang et al., 2006). According to the results in Figure 4b, recon-
structed ancestral amino-acid sequences between nodes IV and I are
different at sites 26 and 173, indicating that the catalytic activity could
be affected after the legume-specific WGD. On the other hand, there
are sites adapted for the new function as syringolide receptor. The
asparagine at site 162 (purple in Figure 4), which was found to be
glycosylated, could serve a role in recognizing the syringolide elicitor
(Zhang et al., 2006). The four residues of SPE31 at sites 22Q, 65Y,
151H and 171N (yellow in Figure 4) can bind directly to a natural
peptide via hydrogen bonding, which is suggested as part of second
messenger for SPE31 to transmit syringolide signal (Zhang et al.,
2006). Similarly, five residues at sites 22, 65, 151, 162 and 171, relative
to new function, are different between nodes IV and I (Figure 4b).
Therefore, almost all of the sites responsible for the loss of peptidase
activity and the new function as a receptor have undergone
nonsynonymous substitutions and have been fixed during the time
period from node IV to node I. In other words, the transition of P34
was largely accomplished in this time period because the new function
could be further enhanced along the soybean lineage leading to P34.
In summary, gene duplications, exon shuffling and following

granulin domain loss and some critical substitutions are associated
with the evolution of the functional transition of P34.

Divergent evolution after gene duplication
Two divergence events occurred, which arose after two cycles of gene
duplication. As shown in Figure 2, the total branch length of each
gene in group B is much greater than that of each gene in group A,
indicating that the genes in group B evolved with accelerated rates
after the ancient WGD in soybeans. Furthermore, the characteristics
of group A are different from those of group B in terms of intron–

Table 2 Ks values of gene pairs in syntenic blocks

Locus 1 Locus 2 Ks Anchors Locus 1 Locus 2 Ks Anchors

Mean s.d. Mean s.d.

P34 Glyma05g29130 0.1730 0.1344 528 Glyma13g30190 gene29675 1.3006 0.3139 53

Glyma08g12340 Glyma05g29180 0.1730 0.1344 528 gene29675 Tc06_g014280 1.3344 0.3699 60

Glyma15g08950 Glyma13g30190 0.1924 0.1742 367 GSVIVT01021223001 Glyma05g29180 1.3504 0.3596 28

ppa004381m gene29675 0.6364 0.2275 102 Tc06_g014280 evm.TU.supercontig_7.74 1.3599 0.4289 24

Glyma15g08950 P34 0.7053 0.2048 16 gene29675 evm.TU.supercontig_7.74 1.3877 0.3943 32

Medtr8g086470 Glyma08g12340 0.7500 0.4672 90 GSVIVT01021223001 Glyma13g30190 1.3978 0.4100 78

P34 Glyma13g30190 0.79525 0.2901 18 GSVIVT01021223001 P34 1.4085 0.5355 25

Glyma05g29130 Glyma13g30190 0.8030 0.2548 20 GSVIVT01021223001 evm.TU.supercontig_7.74 1.4221 0.5045 29

Medtr8g086470 Glyma05g29180 0.8063 0.4833 91 ppa004381m evm.TU.supercontig_7.74 1.4778 0.6000 38

Glyma15g08950 Medtr2g015920 0.9212 0.5621 10 GSVIVT01021223001 Glyma15g08950 1.4824 0.4867 56

Glyma13g30190 Medtr2g015920 1.0159 0.6159 10 P34 Tc06_g014280 1.5333 0.3886 28

ppa004381m GSVIVT01021223001 1.0398 0.3728 254 GSVIVT01021223001 Medtr2g015920 1.5532 0.4414 20

GSVIVT01021223001 Tc06_g014280 1.1483 0.3948 142 Glyma13g30190 Tc06_g014280 1.6108 0.4674 108

GSVIVT01021223001 gene29675 1.1526 0.3864 82 Glyma13g30190 evm.TU.supercontig_7.74 1.6171 0.5439 21

ppa004381m Tc06_g014280 1.1822 0.3872 346 Glyma05g29130 Tc06_g014280 1.6475 0.5648 26

ppa004381m P34 1.1935 0.3644 41 Glyma15g08950 Tc06_g014280 1.6484 0.5227 106

ppa004381m Glyma05g29130 1.2153 0.3644 39 ppa004381m Medtr2g015920 1.6527 0.5289 49

ppa004381m Glyma13g30190 1.2548 0.3707 149 Medtr2g015920 evm.TU.supercontig_7.74 1.7275 0.2396 8

ppa004381m Glyma15g08950 1.2566 0.3503 141

Figure 3 Species tree and corresponding gene nomenclatures.
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exon structure, protein domain and the presence of a catalytic
cysteine or other sites responsible for peptidase enzymatic activity.
In other words, the ancient WGD of the soybean generated two
different copies: one retained the original function as a cysteine
peptidase; the other evolved a new function. This divergence was the
first between groups A and B. Similarly, the total branch lengths
between groups C and D are great, suggesting that groups C and D
have lower sequence similarity, B50%. According to MEROPS,
groups A and C correspond to the C01.A13 and C01.987 categories,
respectively. However, the appropriate class for group D has not been
recorded. The characteristics of group D will be discussed below.
Additionally, Glyma08g12340 and Medtr8g086470 of group D lost

the C-terminal extension domain. As for the amino-acid sequences in
group D, the conserved catalytic cysteine at site 26 in group A was
replaced by a histidine in group D, different from a glycine in group
C. In the same way, the alanine at site 173 in group A was replaced by
a valine in group D, which is different from the phenylalanine in
group C that occupies the substrate-binding cleft of SPE31 and P34.
The side-chain isopropyl group in valine is longer than the methyl
group in alanine, but whether it is long enough to extend into the

active cleft and obstruct substrate binding remains unclear. However,
another member of catalytic triad (Cys–His–Asn), histidine at
site 172, was uniquely replaced in group D. Hence, the genes
Glyma08g12340 and Medtr8g086470 may have lost original peptidase
activity. For the four amino acids probably responsible for binding
second messengers, all residues but site 171 are different between
groups C and D. In addition, Glyma08g12340 and Medtr8g086470
lack the insertion of eight residues near site 119 and have shorter
C-terminal sequences than that of P34 and SPE31. Regarding gene
expression patterns, P34 is expressed highly in soybean seed tissue and
reaches a peak in later seed development. However, Glyma08g12340 is
expressed at relatively low levels primarily in young leaves, and also in
flowers, pods and seeds (Figure 5). Different expression patterns
indicate different regulatory elements and functions. Clearly, groups C
and D may have evolved independently and divergently after the
tandem duplication following the legume-specific WGD, and acquired
novel functions different from each other and from other members
of the papain family. Therefore, we could also deduce that
Glyma08g12340 and Medtr8g086470 belong to another new group
within the papain family.

Figure 4 Structure of SPE31 (a) and alignment of P34, SPE31 and several significant ancestral nodes (b). The same color is assigned to each same

residue. The color red is assigned to the conserved catalytic triad residues (Gly26 is also colored red); blue to Phe169 of SPE31, which disrupts catalytic

activity; purple to the N-glycosylation site (Asn159 of SPE31) binding the three glycosyl residues (purple also); and yellow signifies the four sites that bind

a natural peptide (yellow also) in SPE31. In addition, a was prepared using PyMOL (http://www.pymol.org/). In b, the sites in the ancestral nodes with

maximum probabilities of o0.9 are indicated by dot. Green represents all of the different sites ranging from nodes I to VI. The asterisk indicates the
positive selection sites identified by branch-site models.
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Positive selection test
The o value variations along all branches were estimated using the
GABranch method (Pond and Frost, 2005). An increase in the o value
in group B was found. There are two possible explanations for this
phenomenon. One explanation is positive selection, leading to the
gain of a new function; another explanation is the relaxation of
purifying selection for losing the original molecular function (Ohta,
1973; Nozawa, 2010). To distinguish these two possibilities, a positive
selection test was performed in PAML (Yang, 2007). We first used site
modeling to fit the data. As a result, M1a and M2a have nearly the
same log likelihood value; however, the likelihood ratio statistic
(2DlnL) for M7 and M8 is 7.424 (P¼ 0.0238, df¼ 2), supporting the
presence of positive selection. We then used branch-site modeling to
test for positive selection in three branches of interest: branch IV-III
following the ancient gene duplication, branch III-I following the
tandem gene duplication in group B and branch I-P34 leading to P34.
The results indicated that all three branches displayed evidence of
positive selection (Table 3). Using Bayes Empirical Bayes, the M8 site

model suggests that no sites in these genes exist under positive
selection, with a posterior probability of 495%. The branch-site
model A suggests that B4%, 14% and 9% of sites in branches IV-III,
III-I and I-P34, respectively, are under positive selection. Further-
more, five amino-acid sites, 69H on branch IV-III, 142S and 214N on
branch III-I, and 114T and 130F (referring to the alignment in
Figure 4b) on branch I-P34, were revealed to be under positive
selection along the foreground lineages using a cutoff posterior
probability of 95%. Specifically, all of the sites predicted to be related
to the functional change and were not found to be under positive
selection, having posterior probabilities of 495%.

DISCUSSION

Implementation of the functional transition
Combining previous studies and evolutionary inferences in this study,
we attempt to understand the functional transition of P34, including
the below critical issues: losing the original function, recognizing
syringolide signal, interacting with second messengers, transmitting
signal and the roles of the ancestral characteristics. The replacement of
C and A at sites 26 and 173 in the alignment destroyed original
peptidase activity of P34 (Zhang et al., 2006), and also prevent their
second messengers from being hydrolyzed. The emergence of the
glycosylated residue at site 162 in the alignment (purple in Figure 4)
probably enables P34 to obtain the ability to recognize the syringolide
signal (Zhang et al., 2006). As amino acid of ancestral node IV at site
162 is different and other papain-like proteins were not extracted
through syringolide affinity column (Ji et al., 1998), the ability to
recognize syringolide may be a novel function of SPE31/P34, although
amino acids of ancestral nodes II and I at site 162 are the same. As for
the ability to interact with second messengers for P34, it may be a
remnant of the role had by its ancestral protein, that is, these second
messengers may be substrates of the ancestral peptidase. It should be
noted that several residues responsible for the substrate specificity of
the individual proteins were found to be located in the cleft (Choi
et al., 1999; Thakurta et al., 2004; Wenig et al., 2004) and the four sites
probably responsible for binding second messenger (Zhang et al.,
2006) experienced individual amino-acid replacements. Therefore, the
interaction may be novel and caused by changing specificity of P34.
As for how the signal is transmitted, Okinaka et al. (2002) identified
HPR as a potential second messenger of P34, and suggested that HPR
binding with the complex of P34/syringolide induces hypersensitive
response by inhibiting the activity of HPR in soybean. The location of
glycosylated residue at site 162 is close to the cleft (Figure 4). Thus, we
suggest that only when P34 is bound to both HPR and syringolide,
the complex enters a proper conformation, and the interaction makes
syringolide exactly stretch into the active location of HPR and inhibits
its activity, eventually inducing hypersensitive response. In addition,
some of the other mutations not identified by previous studies may
be significant for the transition. Beside these mutations, the ancestral

Figure 5 Expression patterns of P34 (Glyma08g12270), Glyma08g12340

and Glyma13g30190 in 14 tissues or phases. Expression data obtaining

from next-generation sequencing (Severin et al., 2010) was downloaded

from Soybase (http://soybase.org/soyseq/). To compare expression pattern,
the original expression of P34 was divided by 40. A full color version of this

figure is available at the Heredity journal online.

Table 3 The parameters and statistical significances of branch-site tests

Foreground branch Parameters (o1¼1; 0oo0o1; o2 to be estimated) LRT Positive selected sites

e p1 p2 o0 o2 2DlnL P-value

Branch IV-III 0.78 0.17 0.05 0.14 Infinity 5.48 0.019 69H*

Branch III-I 0.70 0.16 0.14 0.14 4.75 6.36 0.012 142S*, 214N*

Branch I-P34 0.75 0.15 0.10 0.14 Infinity 7.38 0.007 114T*, 130F*

Abbreviation: LRT, likelihood ratio test.
*P40.95, where P is the Bayes Empirical Bayes posterior probability.
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characteristic may be important for the novel function of P34. For
example, P34, like its ancestral peptidase, is in the precursor form
(Herman et al., 1990; Kalinski et al., 1990, 1992), being benefit for its
normal biological function, because the N-terminal inhibitor region
can obstruct the active cleft.
Aside from serving as the syringolide receptor in leaves (Ji et al.,

1998), P34 acts as a seed storage protein and an allergen (Herman
et al., 1990; Ogawa et al., 1993). The reasons for this array of
functions are as follows. First, the granulin domain loss may allow the
mature protein to accumulate more quickly because granulin domain
can slow the maturation of precursor (Yamada et al., 2001). Second,
when comparing the sequences upstream of P34 and Glyma13g30190,
P34 has one more RY motif than Glyma13g30190 (motif search of
promoter was performed in http://bioinformatics.cau.edu.cn/SFGD/).
As the number of repeated RY motifs is essential for high seed-specific
expression (Bäumlein et al., 1992; Reidt, 2000), the additional RY
motif may be one of the significant reasons that both the expressions
of P34 and Glyma13g30190 reach peaks in seeds; however, P34 is
expressed at higher levels and slightly later than Glyma13g30190
(Figure 5). Therefore, both losing the granulin domain and changing
the promoter could lead to an abundant accumulation of P34 during
seed development. The increase in protein content could be a key
reason that P34 is an allergen, as the dosage of an allergen is an
important factor in triggering allergic reactions.
Therefore, multiple gene duplications, exon shuffling and point

mutation contribute to the functional transition of P34 from a
cysteine peptidase to a syringolide receptor, a storage protein or an
allergen together, and thus the evolution of P34 represents a typical
and complex case of functional transition caused by combined
mechanism.

What drives molecular evolution?
In previous sections, we have provided hypotheses about when and
how P34 accomplished its functional transition. However, we cannot
help but ask a classic question: what drives molecular evolution? In
this study, we performed positive selection tests using site and branch-
site models in PAML. Although the presence of positive selection is
supported by likelihood ratio tests of individual models, there are
some issues that remain to be considered. First, when site models M1a
and M2a, but not M7 and M8, were used to test the positive selection,
the presence of positive selection was rejected. The reasons for this
difference are described below. Models M1a and M2a do not account
for the variation of o among sites, leading to inaccurate results and
poor power. Although the variation of o among sites is considered in
models M7 and M8 by assuming a b distribution of o, this
assumption may result in false positives. Second, branch-site models
assume positive selection acting on specific lineages and specific sites;
this assumption seems reasonable, but the branch-site model can
produce significant false-positive results even when there is no
selection (Nozawa et al., 2009). Third, we constructed ancestral
coding sequences at interior nodes of the tree using the ANC-GENE
program (Zhang et al., 1998), but did not identify any branch with
positive selection using the positive selection test in MEGA5.
However, it may be inappropriate to use sequences with considerable
divergence to construct ancestral coding sequences and test for
selection along the branches. Fourth, the positive selection sites
predicted by the site model are few and do not contain the sites
predicted by previous experiments to relate to functional transition.
Therefore, it is doubtful about the role of positive selection.
Indeed, we have confirmed the accelerated rate of evolution and

higher o values since the early duplication. In addition to positive

selection, relaxation of purifying selection due to loss or diminish-
ment of protein function can also increase o values (Ohta, 1973;
Nozawa, 2010). There is some evidence that supports this viewpoint.
In the alignment (Figure 4b), we marked 50 sites that are different in
nodes IV and I with green shades. These differences represent major
amino-acid changes that clearly occurred and were fixed during the
period between the evolution of nodes IV and I. However, the branch-
site models only identified three positive selection sites in branches
IV-III and III-I with 495% posterior probability; that is, the number
of positive selection sites is relatively low. More importantly, the sites
predicted to be responsible for the functional transition, losing
original function and gaining new function, are not included in the
computed positive selection sites, that is, these important sites could
be selectively neutral and randomly fixed. Therefore, P34 might have
evolved neutrally under the relaxation of purifying selection, with
mutations occurring in coding regions and noncoding regions being
fixed randomly. Eventually, these mutations caused the formation of a
novel function for P34 when some environments or the genetic
backgrounds were altered.
The arguments presented above do not negate the role of gene

duplication in the functional transition of P34; indeed, gene duplica-
tion is an important evolutionary force in many organisms, especially
plants (Lynch and Conery, 2003; Jiao et al., 2011). The evolutionary
history of P34 is highly associated with gene duplications, which may
not only provide raw material for novel functions, but also lead to
changes in gene regulatory regions and expression patterns through
tandem duplication. For soybean, the two recent cycles of WGD
correspond to the emergence of the legume and Glycine genus,
respectively (Bertioli et al., 2009; Gill et al., 2009; Schmutz et al.,
2010). Thus, mining genes with considerable variation after the two
cycles of WGD is important for understanding the characteristics
specific to legumes. The evolution of P34 also represents such a
typical case to study the contribution of gene duplication to the
evolution of traits in legumes.

Syntenic network analyses
Syntenic network analyses depend on the following notions. If gene A
is identified as being syntenic with genes B and C, although syntenic
relationship between genes B and C cannot be found, we can
conclude that genes A, B and C are homologous, because any two
genes with syntenic relationship mean they are homologous,
or come from a common ancestor. Taking this study as an example,
if querying a gene P34 in simple syntenic search, four homologous
genes (Glyma05g29130, Tc06_g014280, GSVIVT01021223001 and
ppa004381m) were identified. This result could not tell us the story
in this study. However, if constructing syntenic network of P34, 13
homologous genes were found in Figure 1, offering a more interesting
story in this study. Therefore, the creation of syntenic network can
more effectively use syntenic relationship database for collecting
sequences than simple synteny search.
However, two issues should be considered in syntenic network

analyses. First, the time span of evolutionary history that can be
traced by synteny information is limited because gene order may be
disrupted as time elapses. The time span from the basal of rosids to
now in this study may be sufficient for most comparative studies of
molecular evolution. If not, we need to merge multiple homologous
syntenic networks to reconstruct a gene family with longer time span
and more genes. Second, syntenic network analyses might fail to
identify genes derived by tandem duplication that are not shared by
other syntenic blocks. For example, Glyma08g12280, a neighbor of
P34 and derived from a tandem duplication event, which is not found
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in other syntenic blocks in this study, was not included in the syntenic
network in Figure 1. However, this tandem duplication gene does not
affect our study because Glyma08g12280 is a pseudogene for frame-
shift mutations and no expression. Although syntenic network
provided genes sufficient for studying the functional transition of
P34, in practice, choosing additional genes of interest from results of
sequence similarity search is recommended.
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